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The vacuum is not empty
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Fundamental Physics Probed 
by 

High Intensity Pulsed Lasers

 Mach’s principle, acceleration, radiation, inertia

 “Empty” space: aether and the  quantum vacuum 

  Origin of forces  and nature of mass, stability  of matter

A fundamental  experiment  addresses novel features and/or limits of fundamental laws of 
nature, unproven properties of space-time. Today’s lecture is also NOT about tools for 
fundamental research lasers can create (primary and secondary beams). 

 This is an easy, hopefully entertaining, conceptual lecture, practically 
no equations. The idea is to convey the fundamental physics 
opportunities which are being approached with extreme light.  
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I  Inertia & Mach’s Principle 

Measurement of accleration requires a reference
frame: what was once the set of fixed stars in the 

sky is today CMB photon freeze-out reference frame. 
To be consistent with special relativity: all inertial 

observers with respect to CMB form an equivalence class, 
we measure acceleration with reference to the CMB inertial frame.

In Einstein’s  gravity alone there is no “acceleration”, all observers are in a 
free fall. Mach’s principle visible in presence of other forces, for example 

those that create a rigid body: Lense-Thirring  drag on space-time by  the 
rotation of a rigid body – Gravity Probe B-- see Pisin Chen.  This  is the only 

presently attempted test of Mach’s principle. However, Laser electron 
acceleration is the “strongest” acceleration available in the Universe, and 

accelerated electrons radiate,  they “know” about the rest frame. 

Ernst Mach
 1838-1916
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Radiation-Acceleration Trouble
Conventional Electromagnetic theory is incomplete: radiation emitted needs to 
be incorporated as a back-reaction “patch”: 

1) Inertial Force = Lorentz-force-->get world line of particles=source of fields
2) Source of Fields = Maxwell fields --> get fields, and omit radiated fields
3) Fields fix Lorentz force --> go to 1.
   
So long as radiated fields are small,  we can modify the Lorentz Force to account for 
radiated field back reaction (Gralla, Harte, Wald PRD2009). The Lorentz-Abraham-
Dirac (LAD) patch is fundamentally inconsistent, and does not follow from an action 
principle. Nor does Sokolov-Naumova patch-of-a-patch which fixes energy 
conservation motivated by quantum radiation. Note that quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) is created to agree with 1)-2)-3) so it is also a small acceleration-radiation 
theory. Many other patches exist; I think that Landau-Lifschitz is closest to the truth. 
It introduces a nonlinear and partially nonlocal Lorentz-type force.
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To resolve  inconsistencies: we need a NEW “large 
accelaration” theory of electro-magentism, comprising 

Mach’s principle, and challenging understanding of inertia.
THEORY Question: How can charged accelerated particles know  to 

radiate, when in   theory there is no reference frame-- is the Universe 
or is the body accelerating -- what is the  Lagrangian, the action – 
need EM theory with Mach principle, like gravity! 

EXPERIMENT:
Where does radiation go and why? We can take advantage of tricks:   

a) Collective effects create strongly coupled theory-                              
    D. Habs lecture, T. Tajima patent, DiPiazza- Keitel PRL2009           
b)  Relativistic electron-high Intensity pulse collider.

Is there a limit to how fast we can accelerate electrons to ultra high 
energy?

Can the empty space remain transparent to a plane wave of arbitrary 
intensity? And why?
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Towards an Experiment 
 As proposed by Sokolov, Nees, Bulanov, 
Naumova, Mourou, Yanovsky;  and indep.
Di Pazza, Hatsagortsyan Keitel 

 Electron – Light Pulse Collider, 
acceleration Ɣ-times bigger in e-
rest frame: E=Ɣmec2 

 Possible Location: Jlab 6 -->12 
GeV CBAF: C=continuous  e-beam 
Ɣ=24,000, a0

eff =Ɣ a0  
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II Aether and the Quantum Vacuum
(where high intensity coherent light pulses have a scientific 

edge over accelerators)

Light probes the macroscopic properties of the vacuum:
Vacuum Structure determines laws of physics: 

a) We will investigate the nature of the “effective” laws of 
physics encoded in the properties of the vacuum state

b)  Mass is a property of the vacuum structure and Mach’s 
principle suggests that inertia is also encoded in the 
structure of the vacuum: search for the meaning of inertia.
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Aether and the Vacuum
The  ancient Greek  philosophers needed “vacuum” 
to harbor  indivisible atoms.   Aristotle imposed 
aether as a  fifth element filling all space. Aether 
was hence also called quintessence (from quinta 
essentia, "fifth element"). The "luminiferous 
aether" (light carrying aether)  is  the “substance”  
believed by Maxwell to permeate all the Universe.. 

James Clerk Maxwell, 1831-1879

Maxwell’s “great guns” discovery: electromagnetic 
waves propagate at same speed as light; Maxwell 
has been sure that the aether assures propagation 
of a new family of waves just  like air does for 
sound, 

Maxwell's aether is as hard as a rock, in order to assure that  light waves would be 
transverse to direction of motion. In fact all force mediating gauge fields we 
discovered in past 150 years are transverse!
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Michelson-Morley: No aether wind, no drag
 The Earth moves in space ( today 

we know the speed with 
reference to the big-bang frame 
of reference). Michelson-Morley 
experiment: no aether dragged 
along,  birth of Lorentz-Fitzgerald 
contraction  and relativity. 

 Einstein 1905: who needs 
aether? All inertial observers are 
equivalent (principle of relativity).

Einstein’s view about aether changes drastically by 1920
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Aether returns 1919/20
General Relativity and Cosmology:  gravity as 

geometry, time has a beginning
Mach’s Principle:  Acceleration REQUIRES as 

reference a set of equivalent inertial frames.

Einstein 1920: “But this aether may 
not be thought of as endowed 
with the quality characteristic of 
ponderable media, as consisting 
of parts which may be tracked 
through time. The idea of motion 
may not be applied to it.”
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How can the laws of physics be 
known in all Universe?

“Recapitulating, we may say that according to the 
general theory of relativity space is endowed with 
physical qualities; in this sense, therefore, there 
exists an aether” 

“According to the general theory of relativity space 
without aether is unthinkable; for in such space 
there not only would be no propagation of light, but 
also no possibility of existence for standards of 
space and time (measuring-rods and clocks), nor 
therefore any space-time intervals in the physical 
sense.” Albert Einstein, 

Ather und die 
Relativitaetstheorie

(Berlin, 1920):

TODAY: The laws of physics are encoded 
 in quantum vacuum structure
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What is new in Quantum Mechanics?

Vacuum = “ground state” of lowest energy of a physical system

The quantum uncertainty challenges the idea of “empty” space free of matter 

The uncertainty principle of quantum physics

E t∆ ⋅ ∆ ≥ h Forbids a truly empty world

M Planck      N Bohr     L de Broglie   E Schroedinger  W Heisenberg    M Born 
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Relativistic Quantum Mechanics: 
Dirac sea and “anti” matter

+mec2 

-mec2 
 

  Dirac sea of 
particles

Dirac equation has negative energy 
states: to stop collapse of matter Dirac 
invokes Pauli principle and postulates 
antimatter: Positrons are holes in the 
occupied sea of electrons. 

Heisenberg recognizes tunnelling as a new 
quantum mechanism of pair production. 
Any electric field is unstable (with a very 
long lifespan except  when fields “bridge” 
the gap. Nonperturbative  quantum field 
physics ahead of Feynman diagrams

... with the new theory of electrodynamics we are rather forced to have an 
aether. – P.A.M. Dirac, ‘Is There an Aether?,’ Nature, v.168, 1951, p.906.
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Virtual Pairs: 
The vacuum is dielectric

The vacuum is  a dielectric medium: a charge is screened by particle-
hole (pair) excitations. In Feynman language the real photon is 
decomposed into a bare photon and a photon turning into a “virtual”  
pair. The result: renormalized electron charge smaller than bare, 
Coulomb interaction stronger (0.4% effect)

This effect has been studied in depth  in atomic physics, is of particular relevance 
for exotic atoms where a heavy charged particle replaces an electron.
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Real Pairs: 
pair production

in constant fields

W ∝exp −
πEs

E
 
  

 
  

  
Es =

2m0 c2

eDc

  with Dc = h
m0 c 2

Effect large for   Field

Probability of vacuum pair production  can be evaluated in WKB 
description of barrier tunneling: All E-fields are unstable and can 
decay to particles

Es=1.3 1016 V/cm

In laser focus this corresponds to Is=2.3 1029W/cm2  

The sparking of the QED dielectric
               

J SchwingerW Heisenberg 
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Matter Influences Vacuum 

Attractive force between 
two adjacent metal plates 
(Casimir  force, 1948)

e+e-

γ
γ

γ
γ

L

Photons  fluctuations altered by matter, Casimir effect   can 
be measured:

Hendrik B.G. Casimir 
         

More fluctuations outside the plates compared to the 
space between: outside pressure, plates attract

NOTE: Each ‘elementary’ particle, each interaction  adds a new 
element to  vacuum structure. 
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Quantum Electrons, Positrons, 
Photons:   Quantum ElectroDynamics

Minimal Framework: QED + GR + Cosmology

 Quantum vacuum: Lorentz-invariant aether
 Fields can produce matter, matter alters vacuum
 Aether/Vacuum classically not ponderable, yet seems 

ponderable in quantum physics
 There is a cosmological reference frame 
 Acceleration defined with respect to this   frame
 Beyond Electrons: more  kinds of matter, more kinds of 

forces,   more vacuum/aether structure? 

−>  Origin of forces  and nature of mass
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More forces  between matter particles 

Gravity is an effective 
force which we do not 
understand, conflict 
with quantum physics

‘Higgs’ vacuum structure 
breaks the electro-weak  
symmetry: W,Z turn very 
massive, weak interactions.

Quantum Chromo-Dynamics 
(QCD): theory of strong 

interactions  with a confinfinng 
dynamical vacuum structure

QCD:   a world in which “photons”  have a “color magnetic moment”:  
vacuum consists of  a ferromagnetic alignment of glue fluctuations
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III  Origin of Forces and Nature of 
Mass, Stability of Matter

  “Elementary” masses are generated by the vacuum. Two 
dominant  mechanisms:

 Higgs vacuum: <H> = 246 GeV; scale of mass for W, Z; 
contributes to matter particle mass, all of heavy quark 
mass

 QCD vacuum latent heat at the level of <EVp>=0.3 GeV =: 
nuclear mass scale, quarks get mass and are confined. 

Units are G=giga, M=mega  e=electron charge, V=Volt, 

mec2  =0.511MeV mNc2  =0.940GeV
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A “naive” vacuum structure model of 
quark confinement  in hadrons

Quarks  live inside a domain 
where the (perturbative)  
vacuum is without gluon 
fluctuations. This outside 
structure wants to enter, but is 
kept away by quarks trying to  
escape.

 The model assumes that the 
energy density E/V=0 of the  
true vacuum is  lower than the 
inside of a hadron. 
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Quantum Chromo-Dynamics(QCD):
Quark colour field lines confined

Most of the mass of 
visible matter is due 
to QCD - confinement

N o n - p e r t u r b a t i v e  V a c u u m

P e r t u r b a t i v e  V a c u u m

cc

P e r t u r b a t i v e  V a c u u m

cc

Normal vacuum allows field lines
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Confinement due to gluon fluctuations 
 QCD induces chromo-electric and chromo-

magnetic fields throughout space-time – the 
vacuum is in its lowest energy state, yet it is 
strongly structured. Fields must vanish exactly 
everywhere  

 This is an actual computation  of the four-d  
(time +3-dimensions) structure of the gluon-field 
configuration. The volume of the box is 2.4 by 
2.4 by 3.6 fm, big enough to hold a couple of 
protons. 

  Created by Derek B. Leinweber's (U Adelaide)  

Numerical Method used:
 lattice in space time  

0H =

3 4(235 MeV) , (335 MeV)sqq G G 
 

Square of fields does not average out: “condensates
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Normal,

The Higgs vacuum and  
symmetry breaking

0H =
H

U

0H ≠

“Higgs” and 

H

U

Fluctuations

U

H

False Vacuum

Vacuum energy

Release in 
vacuum 
decayHiggs field  in the vacuum makes weak interactions weak 

and 2nd and 3rd particle generation heavy
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Melt the vacuum
  T < ~ 103 K       molecules intact

T > ~ 103 K   (0.1 eV)   molecular dissociation 

  T < ~ 104 K      atoms intact

T > ~ 104 K  (1 eV)     atomic ionization, plasma formation

 
  T < ~  109 K    nuclei intact

T > ~  109 K  (0.1 MeV)    nuclear reactions 

  T < ~  1012 K     protons intact

T > ~  1012 K   (160 MeV)   vacuum melts, quarks free

  T < ~  1015 K     electromagnetic and weak interactions separate

T > ~  1015 K   (160 GeV)   Higgs vacuum melts, all quarks massless
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Melting the QCD vacuum

Nuclear Collisions at energy E>>Mc2
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e+

e-

Summary: A new path to probing space time 

The new idea is to collide kJ pulses with themselves or with 
particles, with light intense enough to crack the vacuum 

π+

π+

π+
Pulsed 
Laser

Pulsed 
LaserPair  e+e- 

production 

On the way 
we can 
study 
nonlinear 
QED

EM fields 
polarize 
quarks in 
QCD 
vacuum

Should we be able to focus of 
5kJ to 10% atom size we reach 
energy density of QGP. 
Macroscopic  domain of early 
Universe

…and if we get that 
energy into proton 
sized volume the Higgs 
vacuum will melt
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The End
Thanks to:  Thanks to:  

Prof. Dietrich Habs and Priv. Doz. Dr. Peter Thirolf,  Prof. Dietrich Habs and Priv. Doz. Dr. Peter Thirolf,  Munich Center for Advanced Munich Center for Advanced 
Photonics at LMU and MPQ for hospitality in 2008/9 and very intersting challengesPhotonics at LMU and MPQ for hospitality in 2008/9 and very intersting challenges

Prof. Gerard Mourou  Prof. Gerard Mourou  of ILE-ENSTA/Ecole Polytechnique for his interest, of ILE-ENSTA/Ecole Polytechnique for his interest, 
encouragement,  support and integration into the ELI strong fields program.encouragement,  support and integration into the ELI strong fields program.

Lance Labun, Yaron Hadad, Arizona graduate students working on the projectLance Labun, Yaron Hadad, Arizona graduate students working on the project

Prof. H. Ruhl and his LMU group for collaborationProf. H. Ruhl and his LMU group for collaboration

US Department of Energy for many years of continuous support, currently under grant US Department of Energy for many years of continuous support, currently under grant 
DE-FG02-04ER41318DE-FG02-04ER41318

AND:   AND:   
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40 years of “vacuum” physics

 Since 1969 

Work on vacuum structure was Work on vacuum structure was 
carried out over  many years carried out over  many years 
and in particular my thesis and in particular my thesis 
advisor advisor Prof. Walter Greiner Prof. Walter Greiner of of 
Frankfurt University and my first Frankfurt University and my first 
“student” “student” Prof.  Berndt Mueller Prof.  Berndt Mueller 
of Duke University  influenced of Duke University  influenced 
my development and my my development and my 
current thinking.current thinking.
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Four elements and the aether
 The word aether  in Homeric 

Greek means ``pure, fresh air" 
or ``clear sky",  pure essence 
where the gods lived and which 
they breathed. The aether was 
believed in ancient and 
medieval science  to be the 
substance that filled the region 
of the universe above the 
terrestrial sphere. 

Fire:=energy; Air:=gas phase; Water:=liquid phase; Earth:=solid phase; Aether=vacuum
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Do we live in False vacuum? 

Dark Energy: (unlike dark 
matter) a property of the 
vacuum indicating we are 
not in ground state in the 
Universe (could be the case 
near to matter).

Can we really  proceed to plan 
experiments and to travel 
back in time to the 
beginning of the Universe. 
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How was matter created?

      After the  Big-Bang the 
“vacuum” was different till 
about at 30 µs – expansion 
cooled the temperature T to 
a value at which vacuum 
changed and our matter 
“froze  out”. At that time 
the density of matter was 
about ~1016 gm / cm3 
(energy density ~ 10 GeV / 
fm3, well above that of the 
center of neutron stars, 
that is ~60 times nuclear 
energy density), and 
temperature was T ~ 160 
MeV, that is ~ 2x1012K.

Matter emerges 
from quark-
gluon  plasma
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Travel back in time in the Universe history
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Nuclei deposit 10 erg of energy  in the hot small vacuum 
zone which becomes a large multitude of particles: in a 
process we call “hadronization”=vacuum freezing
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Old tools: Visible from space
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Why are stars the same 
everywhere in the Universe

We “see” everywhere we can look in the 
Universe that the laws of physics are the 
same as far back in time we can look. 

We conclude: THE VACUUM (aether) IS THE SAME
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‘Fundamental’ matter particles and the 
origin of the word ‘chromo-dynamics’

First generation makes all matter around 
us. Who ordered generation two and three 
(paraphrasing Pauli), needed to induce  
the vacuum structrue

"Color charge" has nothing to do with the visible 
colors, it is just convenient for  book keeping given 
three fold nature of all quarks and the associated 
color-anticolor charge of  gluons  

Quarks differ from electrons in an 
additional charge: the ‘color’
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CERN  LHC 

30 km ring is underground
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Do we live in False vacuum? 

“We conclude that there are no credible 
mechanisms for catastrophic scenarios (with 
heavy ion collisions  at RHIC)” (Jaffe, R.L., 
Busza, W., Sandweiss, J., and Wilczek, F, 2000, 

Rev. Mod. Phys. 72, 1125-1140) 

Can we really  proceed to plan 
experiments and to travel back in time 
to the beginning of the Universe. 
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Relativistic quantum physics

The equation relating energy, mass and momentum in 
special relativity is:   E2 = p2c2 + m2c4, in quantum physics 
there are two possible energy bands 

The relativistic  gap in energy reminiscent of 
insulators, where  conductive band is above 
the valance (occupied) electron band

Relativistic quantum physics predicts 
antimatter and allows formation of pairs of 
particles and antiparticles.
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Relativity changes the quantum world: 
Paul Dirac - St Maurice, VS
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100 m

The «Extreme Light 
Infrastructure» 


